TASTE OF CHINA

6/20 – 7/12, 2014

Chinese Language &
Culture Travel Study Program at
Shanghai University of Finance & Economics (SUFE) in China

*Daily Conversational Chinese class;
*Cultural lectures & activities including:

- Chinese painting & calligraphy
- Chinese musical instruments
- Chinese paper-cutting arts
- Chinese knot making
- Seal engraving
- Taiji

*Scenic Tours to Nanjing (the host city of the 2nd Youth Olympic Games in summer 2014), Guilin, Lijiang & Yangshuo

*6 gourmet meals included

*Plus field trips to

- Shanghai Museum
- Acrobatics show
- Shanghai World Expo
- Volkswagen (Shanghai)
- The Bund & River Cruise
- Arts & Crafts Plaza at Tianzifang
- Yu Garden & the Old City God’s Temple
- The designer clothing market at Qipu Road

*The deadline for the application is February 20. For more information, please ask your Chinese instructors or email:
“bellachen@eastasian.ucsb.edu” or “guan@eastasian.ucsb.edu”